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• Looks (a little) different from what we expected 
• Higgs boson with a mass of 125GeV discovered at LHC in 2012 
• Non-observation of supersymmetry 

• On the other hand, obviously, the Standard Model (SM) is not satisfactory 
• We should tackle the problem with different approaches including high 

precision probes at low energies such as 
• Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) 
• Magnetic Dipole Moment (MDM) 
• Lepton Flavour Violation (LFV) 
• Lepton Flavour Universality Violation (LFUV) 

• Note that there are some interesting hints of deviation from SM in the 
low energy phenomena

4

Where Are We?

�14

COMBINATION

R(D*) LHCb average = 0.306 ± 0.027 (2.1σ from SM) 

HFLAV R(D*) combination = 0.304 ± 0.015 (3.4σ from SM)

HFLAV R(D*) and R(D) combination 

0.304 ± 0.015 (4.1σ from SM)
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• Compatible with the SM at 2.1σ - 2.3σ (2.4σ - 2.5σ) in the low 
(central) q2 bin


• Measurement is statistically dominated– 6–
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Figure 2: Compilation of recent published re-
sults for aµ (in units of 10−11), subtracted
by the central value of the experimental av-
erage (3). The shaded band indicates the size
of the experimental uncertainty. The SM pre-
dictions are taken from: JN [4], DHMZ [17],
HMNT [21]. Note that the quoted errors in
the figure do not include the uncertainty on the
subtracted experimental value. To obtain for
each theory calculation a result equivalent to
Eq. (15), the errors from theory and experiment
must be added in quadrature.

(with all errors combined in quadrature) represents an inter-

esting but not yet conclusive discrepancy of 3.6 times the

estimated 1σ error. All the recent estimates for the hadronic

contribution compiled in Fig. 2 exhibit similar discrepancies.

Switching to τ data reduces the discrepancy to 2.4σ, assuming

the isospin-violating corrections are under control within the

estimated uncertainties (see Ref. 32 for an analysis leading to a

different conclusion).

An alternate interpretation is that ∆aµ may be a new

physics signal with supersymmetric particle loops as the leading

candidate explanation. Such a scenario is quite natural, since

October 1, 2016 19:58
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Why to Take These Approaches?
• Large contribution expected from new physics 
• SM contribution strongly suppressed (No SM background) 
• Complementary to energy frontier experiments 

• Colourless particles not strongly constrained by LHC

• Physics at very high energy scale beyond LHC reach is accessible 

• Direct study on flavour structure of new physics


• Large samples available with high intensity accelerator 
• μ (PSI, TRIUMF, J-PARC, Fermilab)

• τ ((Super)KEKB,  PEP-II, LHC)


• Development of technologies to enable sensitive experiments
2.2 Neutrinos 3
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Figure 2-1. The energy scale of new physics that is probed by various experimental programs as indicated.
The solid line represents the present level of experimental sensitivity, while the dashed line indicates
the expected sensitivity of proposed facilities. The Intensity Frontier programs (proton decay, neutrino
properties, mu to e, flavor) provide indirect probes of new physics e↵ects. In contrast, the results presented
for the Cosmic (dark matter) and Energy (14 TeV LHC, Tevatron) Frontier programs represent the direct
search for the production of new particles. Indirect searches are also possible at these facilities, and increase
their sensitivity to high energy scales by roughly an order of magnitude. The vertical text shows the energy
scale at which Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB), the neutrino see-saw mechanism, and Grand
Unified Theories (GUT) occur, and where the quantum e↵ects of gravity become strong (Planck).

since the end of the last century. Thanks to a remarkable suite of experiments and associated theoretical
work, two previously unknown and closely related features of neutrinos now stand out clearly: neutrinos have
mass, and neutrinos of di↵erent generations mix with each other. Starting from almost no knowledge of the
neutrino masses or lepton mixing parameters twenty years ago, we have built a robust, simple, three-flavor
paradigm which successfully describes most of the data.

Experiments with solar and atmospheric neutrinos, as well as neutrinos produced in reactors and accelerators,
have established, beyond reasonable doubt, that a neutrino produced in a well-defined flavor state (e.g.,
a muon-type neutrino ⌫µ) has a nonzero probability of being detected in a di↵erent flavor state (e.g., an
electron-type neutrino ⌫e). This flavor-changing probability depends on the neutrino energy and the distance
traversed between the source and the detector. The only consistent explanation of nearly all neutrino data
collected over the last two decades is a phenomenon referred to as “neutrino mass-induced flavor oscillation.”

In two di↵erent oscillation sectors, similar parallel stories unfolded: Hints of neutrino flavor change in
experiments studying naturally-produced neutrinos were confirmed, and later refined, by experiments with
human-made neutrinos. The disappearance of atmospheric ⌫µ was unambiguously confirmed by several
beam ⌫µ disappearance experiments, which have now achieved high precision on the driving “atmospheric”
mixing parameters, i.e., the mass-squared di↵erence |�m

2
32| and the mixing angle ✓23. The observation of

the disappearance of ⌫e from the Sun, a decades-old mystery, was definitively confirmed as evidence for flavor
change using flavor-blind neutral-current interactions. This “solar” oscillation was further confirmed, and the
pertinent “solar” mixing parameters (✓12 and the mass-squared di↵erence �m

2
21) were precisely measured

using reactor antineutrinos and further solar data. This complementarity illustrates the importance of
exploring the diverse neutrino sources available (see Fig. 2-2).

The current generation of detectors is now exploring oscillations in a three-flavor context, with both acceler-
ator and reactor tour-de-force experiments having now measured, with good precision, the value of the third
mixing angle, ✓13, via positive searches for ⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance and ⌫̄e disappearance.

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013

Report from Snowmass 2013
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W.Altmannshofer et al., Nucl. Phys. B 830(2010)17

78 W. Altmannshofer et al. / Nuclear Physics B 830 (2010) 17–94

Table 8
“DNA” of flavour physics effects for the most interesting observables in a selection of SUSY and non-SUSY models

signals large effects, visible but small effects and implies that the given model does not predict
sizable effects in that observable.

AC RVV2 AKM δLL FBMSSM LHT RS

D0 − D̄0 ?

ϵK

Sψφ

SφKS
?

ACP(B → Xsγ ) ?

A7,8(B → K∗µ+µ−) ?

A9(B → K∗µ+µ−) ?

B → K(∗)νν̄

Bs → µ+µ−

K+ → π+νν̄

KL → π0νν̄

µ → eγ

τ → µγ

µ + N → e + N

dn

de

(g − 2)µ ?

RVV2, AKM) and (LHT, RS) models can easily be made with the help of BR(Bs → µ+µ−) and
BR(K+ → π+νν̄) only but the inclusion in this test of Sψφ will be very helpful. The distinction
between the AC and RVV2 models has been discussed in the previous sections while the one
between LHT and RS in [16,77]. Here the correlation between KL → π0νν̄ and K+ → π+νν̄

markedly different in both models and the hierarchy in (7.1) could play important roles.

7.2. DNA-flavour test of new physics models

We have seen in the previous sections and in Section 7.1 that the patterns of flavour violation
found in various extensions of the SM differed from model to model, thereby allowing in the
future to find out which of the models considered by us, if any, can survive the future measure-
ments. Undoubtedly, the correlations between various observables that are often characteristic
for a given model will be of the utmost importance in these tests.

In Table 8, we show a summary of the potential size of deviations from the SM results allowed
for a large number of observables considered in the text, when all existing constraints from other
observables not listed there are taken into account. We distinguish among:

Low energy probes have broad sensitivities to BSM models
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Electric Dipole Moment (EDM)
• EDM: Separation of particle charge along angular momentum axis 

• Non-zero EDM violates both P (parity symmetry) and T (time-reversal symmetry).  
• Also violates CP (C: charge conjugation), assuming CPT conservation 

• New large source of CP violation (CPV) is required to explain 
matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe 
• EDM induced by SM (electroweak) CPV is too small and far beyond experimental 

reach 
• Possible large enhancement of EDM by new physics 

→Physics motivation of EDM search 
• New physics 
• New CPV source

H = −(µJ
!"
⋅B
!"
+ dJ
!"
⋅E
!"
) / J

TABLE 1. Most relevant experimental
limits on electric dipole moments.

EDM limit C.L.

ThO de < 8.7×10−29e·cm 90%
199Hg dHg < 7.4×10−30e·cm 95%

neutron dn < 3.0×10−26e·cm 90%
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FIGURE 1. Cartoon of P and T-violation of a nEDM in an electric and magnetic field.

H = −!
2

(δnσ·E + γnσ·B), (1)

where δn and γn can be interpreted as scalar coupling strengths of the neutron spin to the electric and magnetic field.
The relative sign of the two dipole coupling strengths is not yet defined as no electric dipole moment has yet been
discovered. The magnetic coupling strength is nothing else than the gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron γn/(2π) =
−29.164 694 3(69) MHz/T [23], which is the ratio of the magnetic moment of the neutron µn to its angular momentum
σ = !/2. Similarly one can introduce a gyroelectric ratio in combination with the electric dipole moment. Equation (1)
and Fig. 1 demonstrate that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian change when applying either a T or P- transformation
to the Hamiltonian, indicating the violation of T and P-symmetry. The CPT-theorem (see standard text books on field
theory, e.g. [24]) is fundamental to any modern quantum field theory and states, that any locally Lorentz-covariant
field theory of a point like particle is CPT invariant. This indicates that the observation of dn would not only indicate
time reversal symmetry breaking but also CPV and might help to explain the observed BAU.

The Standard Model Prediction
In the SM two sources of CPV exist, for a detailed discussion see also the reviews by Pospelov and Ritz [25], and by
Seng [26]: i) In the weak interaction the weak mass eigenstates of the quarks are not identical to the flavor eigenstates.
Both eigenstates are interconnected via the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix VKM which has one single phase δ which
induces the observed CPV in the K and B meson decays. ii) The second source is the QCD vacuum polarization term,
the only CP-odd term of dimension four in the SM QCD Lagrangian.

The Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix VKM can be written as

VKM =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

c12c13 s12c13 s12e−iδ

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e−iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e−iδ s23
s12s23 − c13c23c13e−iδ −c12s23s13e−iδ c23c13

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2)

where ci j = cos θi j, si j = sin θi j and δ ≈ 1.20 rad is the CPV phase. It is impossible to write down a tree level diagram
generating an electric dipole interaction of one quark of the neutron with the electric field. At the one-loop level,
shown in Fig. 2a), any phase term of a Vi j element at one vertex will be canceled by the complex conjugated phase
term at the second vertex V∗i j. Shabalin [27] showed that even all two-loop level contributions to an nEDM cancel. The
largest SM contribution is at the three-loop level via a strong penguin diagram [28] (see Fig. 2b) which amounts to an
approximate dn

KM of 1×10−32 e·cm [25, 26], well below current and most probable all future experimental sensitivities.
An additional source of CPV in the SM is the vacuum term of the QCD-Lagrangian:

LCPV
QCD =

g2
s

32π2 θG
a
µνG̃

µν,a, (3)

the only CPV dim-4 operator, where gs is the coupling constant of the strong interaction, θ is a phase which also
includes the CPV phase of the weak interaction and Ga

µν is the gluon field tensor. The structure of the gluon field tensor
times its dual corresponds in electro-magnetism to a scalar product of E ·B which is odd under P and T reversal. From
a dimensional analysis [29] one can estimate the size of an nEDM generated by this term:

060002-2

Courtesy of P. Schmidt-Wellenburg

de
CKM ~10−38 e-cm
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EDM Experimental Approaches

Klaus Kirch 23St. Petersburg FL, May 30, 2012M. Raidal et al., Eur. Phys. J. C 57  (2008) 13

Adapted from:
Pospelov, Ritz, Ann. Phys. 318 (2005) 119 

,ThO)

EDMs of paramagnetic
atoms & molecules 

Tl,Cs…,YbF,
Fr,PbO,ThO,HfF+,WC..

neutron & proton EDMs

EDMs of 
diamagnetic atoms  

Hg, Xe, Ra, Rn ..

µ

Solid state
EDM effects 
GdIG,GdYIG,
(EU,Ba)TiO3

Direct limits
Active R&D

Origin of EDMs
... of mostly composite systems!

Theory

Experim
ent

• Various systems (neutron, muon, atom, molecules,…) are utilised 
• Different approaches to study different CPV parameters

Courtesy of K. Kirch
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EDM How to Measure EDM?
• Common approach 

• Apply small but well-controlled B-field for spin precession 
• Apply strong E-field 
• Measure Larmor frequency shift in splitting of magnetic sub-levels 

H = −(µJ
!"
⋅B
!"
+ dJ
!"
⋅E
!"
) / J

hν↑↑ = 2(µ ⋅B+ d ⋅E)

hν↑↓ = 2(µ ⋅B− d ⋅E)

hΔν = 4d ⋅E

B E B E

H = −(µJ
!"
⋅B
!"
+ dJ
!"
⋅E
!"
) / J

hν↑↑ = 2(µ ⋅B+ d ⋅E)

hν↑↓ = 2(µ ⋅B− d ⋅E)

hΔν = 4d ⋅E

H = −(µJ
!"
⋅B
!"
+ dJ
!"
⋅E
!"
) / J

hν↑↑ = 2(µ ⋅B+ d ⋅E)

hν↑↓ = 2(µ ⋅B− d ⋅E)

hΔν = 4d ⋅E

δd∝
1

K ⋅ p ⋅E ⋅ N ⋅ τ ⋅T

Enhancement factor
Polarisation Electric field

# of particles Lifetime of system
Measurement time

Sensitivity
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EDM Paramagnetic Atoms and Molecules
• Tl, Cs, Fr, YbF, PbO, ThO, HfF+, WC, … 
• Sensitive to electron EDM 
• Large enhancement factor ~10Z3α2 for paramagnetic atoms 
• Additional enhancement by large internal electric field 

(≳10GV/cm) for polar molecules 
• Even further enhancement with combined polar molecule Fr-Sr 

• Best upper limit on electron EDM

• |de|<8.7×10-29 e-cm (90% C.L.)

Order of Magnitude Smaller
Limit on the Electric Dipole
Moment of the Electron
The ACME Collaboration,* J. Baron,1 W. C. Campbell,2 D. DeMille,3 † J. M. Doyle,1 †
G. Gabrielse,1 † Y. V. Gurevich,1 ‡ P. W. Hess,1 N. R. Hutzler,1 E. Kirilov,3 § I. Kozyryev,3 ||
B. R. O’Leary,3 C. D. Panda,1 M. F. Parsons,1 E. S. Petrik,1 B. Spaun,1 A. C. Vutha,4 A. D. West3

The Standard Model of particle physics is known to be incomplete. Extensions to the Standard
Model, such as weak-scale supersymmetry, posit the existence of new particles and interactions that
are asymmetric under time reversal (T) and nearly always predict a small yet potentially measurable
electron electric dipole moment (EDM), de, in the range of 10−27 to 10−30 e·cm. The EDM is an
asymmetric charge distribution along the electron spin (S→) that is also asymmetric under T. Using the
polar molecule thorium monoxide, we measured de = (–2.1 T 3.7stat T 2.5syst) × 10−29 e·cm. This
corresponds to an upper limit of jdej < 8.7 × 10−29 e·cm with 90% confidence, an order of magnitude
improvement in sensitivity relative to the previous best limit. Our result constrains T-violating physics
at the TeV energy scale.

Theexceptionally high internal effective elec-
tric field Eeff of heavy neutral atoms and
molecules can be used to precisely probe

for the electron electric dipole moment (EDM),
de, via the energy shift U ¼ −d

→
e ⋅

→
Eeff , where

d
→

e ¼ deS
→
=ðℏ=2Þ, S

→
is electron spin, andℏ is the

reduced Planck constant. Valence electrons travel
relativistically near the heavy nucleus, making Eeff

up to a million times the size of any static lab-
oratory field (1–3). The previous best limits on
de came from experiments with thallium (Tl)
atoms (4) (jdej < 1.6 × 10−27 e·cm) and ytterbium
fluoride (YbF) molecules (5, 6) (jdej < 1.06 ×
10−27 e·cm). The latter demonstrated that mole-
cules can be used to suppress the motional electric
fields and geometric phases that limited the Tl
measurement (5) [this suppression is also present

in certain atoms (7)]. Insofar as polar molecules
can be fully polarized in laboratory-scale electric
fields, Eeff can be much greater than in atoms. The
H3D1 electronic state in the thorium monoxide
(ThO) molecule provides an Eeff ≈ 84 GV/cm,
larger than those previously used in EDM mea-
surements (8, 9). This state’s unusually small mag-
netic moment reduces its sensitivity to spurious
magnetic fields (10, 11). Improved systematic er-
ror rejection is possible because internal state se-
lection allows the reversal of

→
Eeff with no change

in the laboratory electric field (12, 13).
To measurede, we perform a spin precession

measurement (10, 14, 15) on pulses of 232Th16O
molecules from a cryogenic buffer gas beam source
(16–18). The molecules pass between parallel plates
that generate a laboratory electric field Ezz% (Fig.

1A). A coherent superposition of two spin states,
corresponding to a spin aligned in the xy plane, is
prepared using optical pumping and state prep-
aration lasers. Parallel electric (

→
E ) and magnetic

(
→
B ) fields exert torques on the electric and mag-
netic dipole moments, causing the spin vector to
precess in the xy plane. The precession angle is
measured with a readout laser and fluorescence
detection. A change in this angle as

→
Eeff is reversed

is proportional to de.
In more detail, a laser beam (wavelength

943 nm) optically pumps molecules from the
ground electronic state into the lowest rotational
level, J = 1, of the metastable (lifetime ~2 ms)
electronic H3D1 state manifold (Fig. 1B), in an
incoherentmixture of the Ñ ¼ T1,M= T1 states.
M is the angular momentum projection along the
z% axis. Ñ refers to the internuclear axis, n%, aligned
(+1) or antialigned (–1) with respect to

→
E , when

j→E j ≳ 1 V/cm (11). The linearly polarized state
preparation laser’s frequency is resonant with the
H→C transition at 1090 nm (Fig. 1B).Within the
short-lived (500 ns) electronicC state, there are two
opposite-parity P̃ =T1 stateswith J =1,M=0. For
a given spin precession measurement, the laser
frequency determines the Ñ and P̃ states that are
addressed. This laser optically pumps the bright

1Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
02138, USA. 2Department of Physics and Astronomy, Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA. 3Department of
Physics, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06511, USA. 4Depart-
ment of Physics and Astronomy, York University, Toronto,
Ontario M3J 1P3, Canada.

*The collaboration consists of all listed authors. There are
no additional collaborators.
†Corresponding author. E-mail: acme@physics.harvard.edu
(D.D., J.M.D., G.G.)
‡Present address: Department of Physics, Yale University, New
Haven, CT 06511, USA.
§Present address: Institut für Experimentalphysik, Universität
Innsbruck, A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria.
||Present address: Department of Physics, Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA 02138, USA.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the apparatus and energy level diagram. (A) A
collimated pulse of ThO molecules enters a magnetically shielded region (not
to scale). An aligned spin state (smallest red arrows), prepared via optical
pumping, precesses in parallel electric and magnetic fields. The final spin
alignment is read out by a laser with rapidly alternating linear polarizations,
X% and Y%, with the resulting fluorescence collected and detected with photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs). (B) The state preparation and readout lasers (double-lined

blue arrows) drive one molecule orientation Ñ ¼ $1 (split by 2DE ~ 100 MHz,
where D is the electric dipole moment of the H state) in the H state to C,
with parity P̃ = T1 (split by 50 MHz). Population in the C state decays via
spontaneous emission, and we detect the resulting fluorescence (red
wiggly arrow). H state levels are accompanied by cartoons displaying the
orientation of

→
Eeff (blue arrows) and the spin of the electron (red arrows)

that dominantly contributes to the de shift.

REPORTS

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 343 17 JANUARY 2014 269

J. Baron et al. (ACME), Science 343(2014)269
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EDM Diamagnetic Atoms
• Most sensitive to P, T-odd nuclear force 
• dHg=~10-3dqc (chromo EDM of quark): suppression by Schiff-

moment of ~103 
• Hg, Xe, Ra, Rn,… 
• |dHg-199|<7.4×10-30 e-cm (95%C.L.)→ Best EDM limit to date! 

• Limiting various CPV parameters 45

Reduced Limit on the Permanent Electric Dipole Moment of 199Hg

B. Graner,⇤ Y. Chen, E. G. Lindahl, and B. R. Heckel
Department of Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195, USA

(Dated: January 21, 2016)

This paper describes the results of the most recent measurement of the permanent electric dipole
moment (EDM) of neutral 199Hg atoms. Fused silica vapor cells containing enriched 199Hg are
arranged in a stack in a common magnetic field. Optical pumping is used to spin-polarize the
atoms orthogonal to the applied magnetic field, and the Faraday rotation of near-resonant light is
observed to determine an electric-field-induced perturbation to the Larmor precession frequency.
Our results for this frequency shift are consistent with zero; we find the corresponding 199Hg EDM
dHg = (�2.20 ± 2.75stat ± 1.48syst) ⇥ 10�30

e · cm. We use this result to place a new upper limit on
the 199Hg EDM |dHg| < 7.4 ⇥ 10�30

e · cm (95% C.L.), improving our previous limit by a factor of
4. We also discuss the implications of this result for various CP -violating observables as they relate
to theories of physics beyond the standard model.

PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 24.80.+y, 32.10.Dk, 32.80.Xx

The existence of a nonzero permanent electric dipole
moment (EDM) oriented along the spin axis of an atom
or subatomic particle requires time-reversal symmetry
(T ) violation [1]. By the CPT theorem, T -violation im-
plies that CP symmetry must be violated as well. The
Standard Model (SM) of particle physics provides two
sources of CP violation: a single phase in the CKM
matrix [2] and ✓QCD, the coe�cient of an allowed CP -
violating term in the QCD Lagrangian. However, the
CKM phase contribution to any atomic or particle EDM
is far below existing experimental sensitivities [3], and
the measured value of ✓QCD is consistent with zero, an
apparent anomaly that forms the basis of the Strong CP

problem. An atomic EDM may thus provide the first ev-
idence of CP -violation in the strong sector, or evidence
of CP -violating physics beyond the SM [4]. Discovery of
any new source of CP -violation may also fulfill one of the
Sakharov conditions [5] necessary for a theory of baryo-
genesis that can reproduce the observed matter excess in
the universe [6].

There are many ongoing experiments currently search-
ing for a nonzero atomic, electron, or neutron EDM [7–
10]. This paper presents the results of an improved
EDM search in the 199Hg atom [11]. The experiment
consists of four (25 mm inner diameter, 10.1 mm tall)
vapor cells fabricated from Heraeus Suprasil fused sil-
ica and filled with 0.56 atm of CO bu↵er gas and ⇠0.5
mg of isotopically-enriched (92%) 199Hg, arranged in a
stack inside a common magnetic field B0. The atoms
are optically pumped with circularly polarized resonant
254 nm laser light chopped at the Larmor frequency to
create a net polarization orthogonal to B0. Once polar-
ized, they precess with an unperturbed angular frequency
!0 = �B0, where � = 4844 s�1

/G is the gyromagnetic
ratio of 199Hg. A nonzero EDM, d = dHgI, adds a second
term to the Hamiltonian H = �µ ·B�d ·E. Because the
only vector characterizing the system is the nuclear spin
(I = 1/2), any EDM must lie along the spin axis. De-
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E
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HV coax cable (RG58) 

λ/2 plates

Wollaston 

HV feedthrough

Magnetic shields

Groundplane

Electrode (+10kV)

Beam separator

Magnet coil
windings

B0

E

E

Vessel

OT 
cell
MT 
cell
MB 
cell
OB 
cell

Vessel (0V)
Electrode 

prism

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional diagrams of the apparatus used to
measure the EDM of 199Hg (not to scale). a) Section of
the vessel through the y-z plane showing the HV cables,
groundplane, plus a cut-away view of the HV electrodes and
feedthroughs. b) Section through the x-y plane showing the
cylindrical 3-layer magnetic shielding, the cos(✓) magnet coil
windings, and a diagram with 2 of the polarimeters used to ob-
serve signals from each of the 4 cells. The laser beams through
the outer cells traverse the apparatus along the shield axis (z-
axis), while the middle cell beams travel along the x-axis.

generacy arguments imply that the EDM can have only
one projection onto the spin vector for a given particle
or atomic species [3]. If a two-level atom with a nonzero
EDM is placed in parallel fields B, E and another in an-
tiparallel fields B, �E, the di↵erence in the precession
frequency is given by ~�! = 4(dHgE).

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is
given in Fig. 1. The Hg vapor cells are stacked along the
axis of the static magnetic field B0. All four cells are in-
side a grounded box (called the vessel) constructed from
anti-static UHMW polyethylene, with a tin(IV) oxide-
coated groundplane constructed from 3 layers of 1/16”
fused silica dividing the two halves. The two outer cells
are seated inside conducting plastic electrodes (main-
tained at the same potential), so only the inner cells have
nonzero electric fields inside (pointing in opposite direc-
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FIG. 28 (Color online) The experimental layout of the Seat-
tle 199Hg experiment from Graner et al. (2016).

SQUID-magnetometer experiments have demonstrated
signal and noise that suggest one to three orders of mag-
nitude improvement in sensitivity to the 129Xe EDM is
possible in the near future.
Mercury

The 199Hg experiments undertaken by Fortson’s group
built on the ideas used in their 129Xe bu↵er-gas cell ex-
periment (Vold, 1984); however there are two crucial dif-
ferences with mercury: it is more chemically reactive
resulting in shorter coherence times, and it is heavier
and thus generally more sensitive to sources of T and P
violation. The most recent experiment (Graner et al.,
2016) used a stack of four cells sealed with sulfur-free
Lesker KL-5 vacuum sealant and directly pumped and
probed the 199Hg with a 254 nm laser (Harber, 2000)
as illustrated in Fig. 28. The outer two of the four
cells have no electric field and the inner two have elec-
tric fields in opposite directions so that a di↵erence of
the free-precession frequencies for the two inner cells is
an EDM signal. An EDM-like di↵erence of the outer
cell frequencies was attributed to spurious e↵ects such as
non-uniform leakage currents correlated with the elec-
tric field reversals and were therefore scaled and sub-
tracted from the inner-cell frequency di↵erence to de-
termine the EDM frequency shift. The magnitudes of
the leakage currents were also monitored directly and
used to set a maximum E-field correlated frequency shift
that contributed to the systematic-error estimate. Other
systematic-error sources explored were e↵ects of high-
voltage sparks on the EDM signals and a number of possi-
ble correlations of experimentally monitored parameters
(e.g. laser power and magnetic field fluctuations outside
the magnetic shields). There were no apparent correla-
tions, and the leakage current (± 0.5 pA) was so small
that only upper limits on the systematic errors could be
estimated. The most recent result is

d(199Hg) = (0.49 ± 1.29 ± 0.76 ) ⇥ 10�29
e�cm. (110)

TlF
Molecular beam experiments using TlF were pursued

by Sandars (Harrison, 1969; Hinds, 1980), by Ram-
sey (Wilkening et al., 1984b) and by Hinds (Cho, 1991;
Schropp, 1987). For molecular beams, the systematic er-
rors associated with the ~v⇥ ~E and leakage current e↵ects
are mitigated by using a relatively small applied electric
field to align the intermolecular axis as is the case with
polar molecules discussed in IV.C. This results in a large
internal electric field at the thallium nucleus (Coveney
and Sandars, 1983b). The experiment is set up to detect
an alignment of a spin or angular momentum along the
electric field by detecting precession around the internu-
clear axis, i.e. the frequency shift when the relative ori-
entation of applied electric field and magnetic fields are
reversed. When the averaged projection of the thallium
nuclear spin on the internuclear axis is taken into account
(hcos ✓��i = 0.524), a frequency shift for full electric po-
larization is determined to be d = (�0.13 ± 0.22) ⇥ 10�3

Hz. With the applied electric field of 29.5 kV/cm, this
is interpreted as a permanent dipole moment of the thal-
lium molecule of

dTlF = (�1.7 ± 2.9) ⇥ 10�23
e cm. (111)

For TlF, the electron spins form a singlet, but both
stable isotopes of thallium (203Tl and 205Tl) have nu-
clear spin J

⇡ = 1/2+, and the dipole distribution in
the nucleus would be aligned with the spin through T
and P violation. This gives rise to the Schi↵ moment.
An alternative (and the original) interpretation is based
on the observation that in the odd-A thallium isotopes,
one proton remains unpaired and can induce the molec-
ular EDM through both the resulting Schi↵ moment
and through magnetic interactions (Coveney and San-
dars, 1983b). Separating these, the proton EDM would
produce a magnetic contribution to a molecular EDM of
d

p�mag

TlF
= 0.13 dp, and a contribution to the Schi↵ mo-

ment that would produce a molecular EDM estimated to
be d

p�vol

TlF
= 0.46 dp. The TlF molecular EDM can also

arise from the electron EDM and from P- and T-violating
scalar and tensor electron-hadron interactions; however

paramagnetic systems are more sensitive to C
(0,1)

S
and

diamagnetic systems such as TlF are more sensitive to

C
(0,1)

T
. Thus this measurement could be interpreted as

a (model dependent) measurement of the proton EDM:
dp = (�3.7 ± 6.3) ⇥ 10�23

e-cm.

F. Octupole collectivity in diamagnetic systems

Recently experimental e↵orts have focused on exploit-
ing the enhanced Schi↵ moment in isotopes with strong
nuclear octupole collectivity. This is expected to arise
when neutrons and protons near the Fermi surface pop-
ulate states of opposite parity separated by total angular
momentum 3~, which corresponds to proton and neutron
numbers in the range Z or N ⇡ 34, 56, 88 and N ⇡ 134.

B. Graner et al., PRL 116(2016)161601 
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Parameter system 95% u.l.
de ThO 9.2 ⇥ 10�29 e-cm
CS ThO 8.6 ⇥ 10�9

CT
199Hg 3.6 ⇥ 10�10

ḡ
0

⇡
199Hg 3.8 ⇥ 10�12

ḡ
0

⇡ neutron 2.2 ⇥ 10�12

ḡ
1

⇡
199Hg 3.8 ⇥ 10�13

ḡ
1

⇡ TlF 4.1 ⇥ 10�10

ḡ
2

⇡
199Hg 2.6 ⇥ 10�11

d̄
sr
n neutron 3.3 ⇥ 10�26 e-cm

d̄
sr
p TlF 8.7 ⇥ 10�23 e-cm

d̄
sr
p

199Hg 2.0 ⇥ 10�25 e-cm

Other parameters
dd ⇡ 3/4dn 2.5 ⇥ 10�26 e-cm
✓̄ ⇡ ḡ

0

⇡/(0.02) 1.9 ⇥ 10�10

d̃d � d̃u 5 ⇥ 10�15
ḡ
1

⇡ e-cm 2 ⇥ 10�27 e-cm

TABLE XII Sole-source limits (95% c.l.) on the absolute
value of the parameters presented in Sec. II.C assuming a sin-
gle contribution to the EDM or, for molecules, the P-odd/T-
odd observable. The lower part of the table presents limits on
other parameters derived from the six low energy parameters.

The ↵CS/↵de are listed in Table III. As pointed out by
Dzuba et al. (2011), though there is a significant range
of ↵de and ↵CS from di↵erent authors for several cases,
there is much less dispersion in the ratio ↵CS/↵de .

In Figure 32, we plot de vs CS for the d
exp

para
for ThO and

HfF+ along with 68% and 95% confidence-level contours
for �

2 on the de-CS space, where

�
2 =

X

i

⇥
d
exp

i
� de �

�↵CS
↵de

�
i
CS

⇤2

�
2

i

, (127)

and i includes Cs, Tl, YbF, ThO and HfF+, but only
ThO and HfF+ have significant impact. The range of�↵CS

↵de

�
j

expressed in Table III, about 10%, is accommo-

dated by adding in quadrature to the total experimental
uncertainty for each system. The resulting constraints
from all paramagnetic systems on de and CS at 68% c.l.
are

de = (0.3 ± 9.2) ⇥ 10�28 e cm CS = (0.6 ± 3.2) ⇥ 10�9
.

(128)
The upper limits at 95% confidence level are

|de| < 1.9 ⇥ 10�28 e cm |CS | < 6.3 ⇥ 10�9 (95% c.l.).
(129)

Note that the constraint on CS is actually better than
that from ThO alone.

Corresponding 95% c.l. constraints on �e(v/⇤)2 and

Im C
(�)

eq (v/⇤)2, obtained from those for de and CS by
dividing by �3.2 ⇥ 10�22 e cm and �12.7, respectively
are

|�e(v/⇤)2| < 6.7 ⇥ 10�7 Im C
(�)

eq
(v/⇤)2 < 7.5 ⇥ 10�10

.

(130)
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FIG. 32 (Color online) Electron EDM de as a function of
CS from the experimental results in ThO and HfF+ with 1�

experimental error bars. Also shown are 68% and 95% �
2

contours for all paramagnetic systems including Cs, Tl, YbF.
Also shown on the top and right axes are the corresponding
dimensionless Wilson coe�cients �e and Im C

(�)

eq normalized
to the squared scale ratio (v/⇤)2.

Hadronic parameters and CT

Since the introduction of the global analysis (Chupp
and Ramsey-Musolf, 2015), there have been three signifi-
cant developments in the diamagentic/hadronic systems:

i. the four-times more sensitive result for 199Hg (Graner
et al., 2016)

ii. reanalysis of the neutron-EDM which increased the
uncertainty and moved the centroid by about 1/4
� (Pendlebury et al., 2015),

iii. results from the octupole deformed 225Ra (Parker
et al., 2015)

There are experimental results in five systems and

four parameters d
sr

n
, CT , ḡ

(0)

⇡ and ḡ
(1)

⇡ , which are
fully contstrained once de and CS are fixed from the
paramagnetic-systems results. In order to provide es-
timates of the allowed ranges of the four parameters, �

2

is defined as

�
2(Cj) =

X

i

(dexp

i
� di)2

�
2

d
exp
i

, (131)

where di is given in equation 9. The four parame-
ters Cj are varied to determine �

2 contours for a spe-
cific set of ↵ij . For 68% confidence and four parame-
ters, (�2

� �
2

min
) < 4.7. The ↵ij are varied over the

ranges presented in Table IV to reflect the hadronic-
theory uncertainties. Estimates of the constraints are
presented as ranges in Table XIII, which has been up-
dated from Chupp and Ramsey-Musolf (2015). The sig-
nificant improvement in limits on CT is largely due to

T. Chupp et al., arXiv:1710.02504v1
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EDM NeutronnEDM around	the	world

• PNPI:		Measurement	at	ILL	concluded	– and	published	!" < 5.5×10)*+,cm**

UCN	source	equipment	ready	for	WWR-M	reactor

• PSI:	data-taking	concluded	– analysis	ongoing,	setup	of	new	apparatus

• TRIUMF/RCNP/KEK:	construction	of	new	source	for	TRIUMF	

• SNS:	UCN	source	&	experiment	are	one	apparatus,	construction	of	half/scale	prototypes,	

finalization	of	design	→	Start	of	measurements	in	2023

• TUM:	Experiment	moves	to ILL		to	new	source	“SuperSUN”	→	Start	2020

• LANL:	UCN	source	upgrade	finished:	factor	3	increase	– construction	of	Ramsey	apparatus

*J.M
. P

endlebury et al., P
R

D
 92 (2015) 092003

*
*
P
H
Y
S
IC
A
L
	R
E
V
IE
W
	C
	92

,	0
5
5
5
0
1
	(
2
0
1
5
)

Best	current	limit:	!" < 3×10)*+,cm*

• Modest improvement expected in next years (PSI-nEDM, PNPI-UCN nEDM at ILL) 
• ×10 improvement (~10-27 e-cm) expected in next 5 years 
• Also aiming at ultimate goal down to ~10-28 e-cm

Courtesy of P. Schmidt-Wellenburg
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EDM Japan-Canada nEDM
• New ultra cold neutron (UCN) beam line constructed at TRIUMF 
• Phase 1 

• UCN source and EDM apparatus moved from Japan 
• Start in 2018 

• Phase 2 
• Target sensitivity: dn < 10-27 e-cm 
• Start in 2020

New	He-II	
cryostat

LD2
moderator

UCN detector

Magnetic	shield	room

Superconducting	
magnet

EDM cell	+	HV

T. Kikawa, nEDM Workshop 2017

Phase-2 Experiment
New UCN beam line at TRIUMF

Kicker

Septum

Dipole	magnetTungsten	target

UCN	source
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EDM PSI-nEDM
• Data-taking completed 
• Preparation for new apparatus (n2EDM) has been started 

• ×10 sensitivity: dn < 1×10-27 e-cm in 500-days DAQ 
• Data-taking will start in 2020

B. Lauss                                                            nEDM Workshop 2017 

Straight position in area South 
to optimize UCN statistics 
at optimal height above 
beamport 

New apparatus - overall setup  

B. Lauss 

B. Lauss, nEDM Workshop 2017

n2EDM

B. Lauss                                                            nEDM Workshop 2017 
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Sensitivity goals for the neutron electric 
dipole search at PSI 

1 - data collected - present analysis   (talk by Philipp Schmidt-Wellenburg)  
 2 - n2EDM apparatus - baseline design - sensitivity goal 
  3 - n2EDM apparatus - final sensitivity goal 

Theory values adapted from  
Pendlebury & Hinds, NIM-A 440 (2000) 471 

recent review 

current limit:  Baker et al., PRL  2006 revised in 

sensitivity 
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muon g-2
• muon anomalous magnetic moment 

• In SM, a=0 at tree level and a≠0 due to radiative corrections 
• Further corrections could be induced by new physics 

• A long-standing anomaly 
• E821(BNL) results on aμ : 3.6σ deviation from SM prediction 
• Effect of new physics? 

• Two experiments are in preparation to test BNL results with 
improved precision (FNAL/E989, J-PARC/E34) 

In the 12 years since the BNL result, the “g-2 Test” continues 
to point to something interesting 

E821 FINAL VALUE

2006
PRD 

2007 
“Physics Case”

2009
Proposal2004

PRL 2011
DHMZ

2011
HLMNT

2016
DHMZ*

*Preliminary; Tau2016

D
a m

(E
xp

t–
Th

y)

E989 TDR

3.6 s

Theory

FUTURE

x4

x2?
almost 

there now

H = −(µJ
!"
⋅B
!"
+ dJ
!"
⋅E
!"
) / J

hν↑↑ = 2(µ ⋅B+ d ⋅E)

hν↑↓ = 2(µ ⋅B− d ⋅E)

hΔν = 4d ⋅E

δd∝
1

K ⋅ p ⋅E ⋅ N ⋅ τ ⋅T

µ
!"
= g

Qe
2m

s
"

Courtesy of D. Hertzog

H = −(µJ
!"
⋅B
!"
+ dJ
!"
⋅E
!"
) / J

hν↑↑ = 2(µ ⋅B+ d ⋅E)

hν↑↓ = 2(µ ⋅B− d ⋅E)

hΔν = 4d ⋅E

δd∝
1

K ⋅ p ⋅E ⋅ N ⋅ τ ⋅T

µ
!"
= g

Qe
2m

s
"

a =
g− 2
2

aµ =
gµ − 2

2
gμ-2 Motivation
• Dirac's relativistic theory predicted muon magnetic moment “g” = 2

• Experiment suggested that g-factor differs from the expected value of 2

• Standard Model prediction: a(SM) = a(QED) + a(Had) + a (Weak) + a (NP) 
• BNL E821 result: 3.3σ deviation from SM prediction

18

QED EW QCD UNKNOWN

SM contributions

×10-10
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muon g-2 Experimental Method
• Muon g-2 and EDM measurement
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In uniform magnetic field, muon spin rotates ahead of 
momentum due to g-2 = 0
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BNL E821 approach
γ=30 (P=3 GeV/c)

J-PARC approach
E = 0 at any γ

J-PARC E34

general form of spin precession vector:

FNAL E989
Courtesy of T. Mibe

EDM
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muon g-2 FNAL E989
• Goal 

• ×21 statistics, ×3 lower systematics (0.46ppm → 0.14ppm) w.r.t. BNL results 
• ×10-30 sensitivity to muon EDM  

• Experiment is fully built!

Courtesy of D. HertzogJ. Holzbauer, NuFACT 2017Jenny Holzbauer 6

Moving an Experiment

● After E821, was decided to form a 
new experiment E989 at Fermilab

● 15 ton cryostat ring moved from 
Long Island to Chicago by barge 
and truck- tricky, superconducting 
coils can't flex >3mm

● Vacuum chambers and other 
components shipped separately

● Magnet and related cryo-systems 
were cooled, powered in 2015

● 1.45 Tesla field was achieved

● Transportation was a success!

Electromagnet of E821 moved from BNL to FNAL
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muon g-2 FNAL E989
• Commissioning has been started! 

• All instrumentation works quite well 
• First “wiggle plots” have been produced 

• Spin precession vs. time on top of muon life-time  

• Acquire physics data with ×1-3 BNL statistics for this year’s 
running

Getting better … :  June 25

(we’ll repeat this every 10 seconds when the beam is fully commissioned)

Courtesy of D. Hertzog
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muon g-2 J-PARC E34

Production	 target
(20	mm)

3	GeV	proton	beam
(	333	uA)

Surface	muon	beam	
(28	MeV/c)

Muonium	Production	
(300	K	~	25	meV�2.3	keV/c)

Silicon
Tracker

Super	Precision	 Storage	Magnet
(3T,	~1ppm	 local	precision)

• Muon g-2/EDM Experiment at J-PARC (E34) 
• Storage of ultra cold muon beam with super-low emittance 
• Completely different approach w.r.t. BNL/FANL 

experiments 
• Staging approach: 0.37ppm (stage1) → 0.1ppm (stage2)

Courtesy of T. Mibe
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muon g-2 J-PARC E34
• Good progress in R&D 

• Surface muon beam, muonium production,  muon acceleration, detectors,… 

• Moving from R&D phase to construction phase 
• 4 years for construction once budget/resource is available

H-line construction 

11 

MuSEUM (Mu-HFS, μμ/μp) 
DeeMe (mu-e conv.) 

Shield structure completed 
Installation of power station in progress H-line construction

RFQ acceleration test 

Photo by R. Kitamura 

Muon RFQ acceleration test using slowed down muon beam 
scheduled at D-line in October, 2017 
Muon acceleration test with RFQ

First	working	 test	module
tested	with	muon	beam	(June	2017)

Positron tracker

Courtesy of T. Mibe

G.	Beer	et	al.,	Prog.Theor.Exp.Phys.	 (2014)091C01

Muonium (Mu) production target
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• Angular frequency of muon spin precession with EDM


• Motional electric field at muon’s rest frame can be very large (~GV/m).


• Turn off g-2 precession with momentum lower than “magic momentum” and a radial electric 
field

•  

•  

22

EDM Storage Rings

50

particle J a |~p| � | ~B| | ~E| | ~E
0
|/� R �

goal

d Ref.
(units) (GeV/c) (T) (kV/cm) (kV/cm) (m) ( e cm)

µ
± 1/2 +0.00117 3.094 29.3 1.45 0 4300 7.11 10�21 E989

0.3 3.0 3.0 0 8500 0.333 10�21 E34
0.5 5.0 0.25 22 760 7 10�24 srEDM

0.125 1.57 1 6.7 2300 0.42 10�24 PSI
p
+ 1/2 +1.79285 0.7007 1.248 0 80 80 52.3 10�29 srEDM

0.7007 1.248 0 140 140 30 10�29 JEDI
d
+ 1 �0.14299 1.0 1.13 0.5 120 580 8.4 10�29 srEDM

1.000 1.13 0.135 33 160 30 10�29 JEDI
3He++ 1/2 �4.18415 1.211 1.09 0.042 140 89 30 10�29 JEDI

TABLE XI Relevant Parameters for Proposed Storage Ring EDM Searches. The present muon EDM limit is 1.8 ⇥ 10�19

e cm and the indirect limit on the proton EDM from derived from the atomic EDM limit of 199Hg is 2 ⇥ 10�25 e cm. The
magnetic moment anomaly is calculated using values for the unshielded magnetic moments of the particles from CODATA 2014
(Mohr et al., 2016). The sign convention for the postively charged particles is such that the magnetic field is vertical and the
particles are circulating References are E989: Muon g�2 experiment at Fermilab (Gorringe and Hertzog, 2015); E34: Muon
g�2 experiment at JPARC (Gorringe and Hertzog, 2015); srEDM: Muon EDM at JPARC (Farley et al., 2004), “All-Electric”
Proton EDM at Brookhaven (Anastassopoulos et al., 2016), Deuteron EDM at JPARC (Morse, 2011); PSI: Compact Muon
EDM (Adelmann et al., 2010); JEDI: “All-In-One” Proton, Deuteron, & Helion EDM at COSY (Rathmann et al., 2013b).

electric and magnetic fields, would be cancelled by sum-
ming over detectors positioned 180� apart azimuthally
around the ring.

The current muon EDM limit dµ  10�19
e-cm is de-

rived from ancillary measurements of the muon decay
asymmetry taken during a precision measurement muon
anomalous magnetic moment (Bennett et al., 2009). The
sensitivity of this measurement was limited by the fact
that the apparatus was designed to be maximally sensi-
tive to the spin precession to the muon anomalous mag-
netic moment. For a dedicated muon EDM experiment,
under development at JPARC (Farley et al., 2004) & PSI
(Adelmann et al., 2010), ~E and � are chosen to make
~wa = 0. The spin coherence time ⌧ in this case is lim-
ited by the muon lifetime in the lab frame (2.2 µs⇥�).
An alternative muon EDM approach using lower energy
muons and a smaller and more compact storage ring is
being developed at the PSI. A proposal for loading such a
compact storage ring as well as an evaluation of the sys-
tematic e↵ects due specifically to the lower muon energy
is presented by Adelmann et al. (2010).

For the case of a proton EDM search, ~B = 0 ,and
choosing � = 1/

p
a + 1 supresses the ~� ⇥ ~E term (Anas-

tassopoulos et al., 2016). The electric storage ring with
bending radius R = (m/e)/(E

p
(a(a + 1)) is generally

only possible for particles with a positive magnetic mo-
ment anomalies (a > 0). With E = 106 V/m bending
radii of R ⇡ 10 m is required for protons. Magnetic-
shielding challenges are addressed is Sec. III.A. Progress
has been made in describing the challenging problem
of orbital & spin dynamics inside electrostatic rings
(Hacömeroğlu and Semertzidis, 2014; Mane, 2008, 2012,
2014a,b,c, 2015a,b,c; Metodiev et al., 2015), developing
simulation code for electrostatic rings (Talman and Tal-
man, 2015a,b), and calculating the fringe fields for dif-

ferent plate geometries (Metodiev et al., 2014).

To achieve sensitivity of 10�29
e-cm, impractically

small residual magnetic fields would be required, thus
two counter propagating beams within the same storage
ring are envisioned, for which a vertical separation would
develop in the presence of a radial magnetic field. After
several cycles around the ring, this vertical separation
would be large enough to measure using SQUID magne-
tometers as precision beam position monitors (BPMs).
E↵orts are underway to develop an electrostatic proton
EDM storage ring at Brookhaven National Lab in Upton,
NY, USA that would fit inside the tunnel of and along
side the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS).

A magnetic storage ring could also be used to mea-
sure the deuteron EDM using a similar technique, and
requires knowledge of how a spin-1 particle evolves in
electromagnetic fields (Silenko, 2015). The two main dif-
ferences from a muon EDM experiment are the need for
more careful control of the beam properties to preserve
the spin coherence and, of course, a di↵erent spin po-
larimetry scheme. A spread in the beam position and
momentum smears the cancellation of the “g-2” spin pre-
cession which would, after many cycles, result in decoher-
ence of the beam. Since the muon spin coherence time
is limited by the finite muon lifetime, this is not as crit-
ical for the muon EDM experiment. The goal for the
deuteron EDM experiment is to maintain the spin co-
herence for at least as long as the vacuum-limited ion
storage time which is about 103 seconds for a vacuum of
10�10 Torr. The deuteron polarization would be analyzed
by the asymmetry in elastic scattering from a carbon
target (Brantjes et al., 2012). The muon and deuteron
EDM experiments, as well as a next generation muon
anomalous magnetic moment experiment, are being pur-
sued by the Storage Ring EDM collaboration (srEDM)

T. Chupp et al., arXiv:1710.02504v1

=0
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cLFV Search History

MEG(2016)

Original plot for past experiments from Annu. Ref. Nucl. Part. 
Sci. 2008. 58:315-41 W. J. Marciano, T.Mori, and J. M. Roney 

For SUSY 
𝓡(μAl→eAl)/𝓑(μ→eγ)=2.6×10-3  
𝓑(μ→3e)/𝓑(μ→eγ)=6×10-3

Getting sensitive enough to explore new physics!
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μ+→e+γ

• SM contribution negligibly small (𝓑~10-54) 
• Possible enhancement of new physics contribution 

within reach of state-of-art experiment 
• Requirements for sensitive μ→eγ search 

• High intensity continuous muon beam 
• Good detectors 

• Precise measurements of energy, timing and angle both 
for e and γ


• Operational at high rate environment (stability and 
pileups…)


• Current bound 
• 𝓑(μ+→e+γ) < 4.2×10-13 (90%C.L.) (MEG in 2016)

• Background 
• Prompt background: μ→eγνν

• “Accidental” overlap: μ→eνν + Υ


• Signal 
• Back-to-back

• Mono-energetic 


• Ee=52.8MeV

• Eγ=52.8MeV


• Coincident in time

Predominant

180°

e+

μ+

γ

e+
μ+

γ

ν
ν

γ e+μ+

ν
ν

SM NP
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The MEGII experiment

x2 Resolution 
everywhere

New electronics:
Wavedream
~9000 
channels 
at 5GSPS

Single volume 
He:iC4H10

35 ps resolution 
w/ multiple hits

Full available 
stopped beam 
intensity 
7 x 107

Better uniformity w/ 
12x12 VUV SiPM

Updated and
new Calibration 
Quasi mono-
chromatic 
positron beam

x2 Beam 
Intensity 

Background rejection 5

• A real “upgrade”: kept the skeletron of the experiment/key ideas and refurbished 
beam line and all sub-detectors

• Leading LFV experiment, looking for μ→eγ 
• Current bound: 𝓑(μ+→e+γ) < 4.2×10-13 (90%C.L.) (MEG in 2016) 
• MEG upgrade (MEG II) with a projected sensitivity of ~5×10-14 in preparation. 

• MEG II detectors with significantly improved performance 
• Much higher resolutions and efficiencies for both photon and positron detectors 
• Twice or higher μ intensity, fully exploiting world’s most intense DC μ-beam at PSI up to 

~108 μ+ beam

26

MEG II

μ+
γ

e+

beam @ PSI
~7x107 μ/s

900!
LXe " detector

#$ drift chamber
+ timing counter

Radiative decay 
counter
(BG identification)

Upgrades from MEG: x2 beam rate
x2 detector resolution and efficiency

590MeV ring cyclotron @PSI

Courtesy of A. Papa
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MEG II Status
• Detector commissioning in progress  
• Full engineering run with all sub-detectors will start in 2018, 

which will be followed by physics run 

positron timing counter
LXe photon detector

Radiative decay counter

G.Cavoto

New Electronics
● Four times more channels 
● Preserve full waveform recording 

● multi-functional digitization board  
integrating both digitization  
and triggering (and some HV)

Pile-up  
identification

About 1000 channels available for beam test in 2016. 
�23 Jun 8th  2016

Trigger/DAQDrift chamber

LXe transfer to detector
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μ-N→e-N (μ--e- conversion)
1s-state in a muonic atom

nucleus
μ-

Standard model
Muon decay in orbit (DIO)

Nuclear muon capture

Beyond standard model
!-e conversion

• Signal 
• A mono-energetic electron 
• Ee = mμ - Bμ ~ 105MeV

• Muonic atom lifetime (~1μs for Al target)→delayed measurement


• Background 
• Muon decay in orbit (DIO), beam related, cosmic-ray,…

• No accidentals! 

• Best limit: 7×10-13 (SINDRUM II)

Photonic Non-photonic

• Advantages 
• Sensitive to both photonic and non-photonic processes

• Delayed measurement with pulsed beam to reduce beam related BG

• Target dependence to discriminate interaction types


• Challenges 
• Need high intensity and hight purity pulsed μ-beam of O(1011) μ/s 


• COMET@J-PARC, Mu2e@Fermilab, DeeMe@J-PARC 

Delayed measurement to avoid 
beam related BG
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μ-N→e-N COMET@J-PARC

COMET	Experiment

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 6

Pion Capture Section

A section to capture pions
with a large solid angle 
under a high solenoidal
magnetic field by 
superconducting magnet

Pion-Decay and Muon-
Transport Section
A section to collect muons
from decay of pions under 
a solenoidal magnetic 
field.

Detector Section

A detector to search for 
muon-to-electron 
conversion process

COMET Phase-II
For R~10-17 muon conversion 
measurement
• 56 kW proton beam
• 1 year DAQ

• Staging approach @COMET 
• Phase-I: SES 3×10-15 (~5 month) + beam BG study

• Phase-II: SES 2.6×10-17 (~1year)

Facility	/	Beams

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 8

COMET

1.17μs

Fast eXtraction

8GeV, 3.2kW pulsed proton beam in Phase-I,   4/9 (or 3/9) buckets filled in MR

M. J. Lee, NuFACT 2017
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μ-N→e-N COMET Phase-I

COMET	Experiment

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 7

Transport  Section

Pion decays to muon, with 
momentum and charge 
selection

Pion Capture Section

A section to capture pions
with a large solid angle 
under a high solenoidal
magnetic field by 
superconducting magnet

COMET Phase-II
For R~10-17 muon conversion 
measurement
• 56 kW proton beam
• 1 year DAQ

COMET-Phase-I
For BG measurement, 
R~10-15 muon conversion
• 3.2kW proton beam
• Half year DAQDetector Section

A detector to search for 
muon-to-electron 
conversion process

• μ-N→e-N search with modest sensitivity (SES 3×10-15) 
using CyDet 

• Beam BG study in final operation mode with StrECAL 

Y. Fujii @ CLFV2016

COMET Phase-I

10

StrECAL

Straw Tube Tracker

ECAL

• Construct the first 90 degree of the muon transport solenoid
• Perform the μ-e conversion search with a sensitivity of 10

-15
 using CyDet

• Measure the beam directly using StrECAL as a Phase-II prototype detector

CyDet

Cylindrical Drift Chamber

Trigger Hodoscope

Muon Stopping Target

M. J. Lee, NuFACT 2017
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μ-N→e-N COMET Status
• Stage-2 approval of Phase-I (fully funded, beam will be delivered) 

• Physics data-taking will start in 2019 though it depends on budget allocation 
• 5-month data-taking to reach ~10-15


• Phase-II physics data-taking in 2021-2022 
• 1-year data-taking to reach ~10-17

Y. Fujii @ CLFV2016

Proton Beam

• Bunched slow extraction with a 3.2(56) kW operation in Phase-I(Phase-II)
• Beam pulsing with a 1.17μs interval using “Single Bunch Kicking” method
• Accelerate protons up to 8GeV in MR → Deliver them to COMET hall @ Hadron Beam 

Facility
• Extinction factor already measured to be 3×10

-11
 even in the worst case

12

filled�

fil
le
d�MR'

h=9'
4'filled'and'5'empty�

filled�

RCS'
h=2'

Bucket'B�

Bucket'A�

A�

B�

Overview of Hadron Beam 
Facility

Measured extinction <3×10-11

Solenoids

• Pion	Capture	Solenoid

– Downstream	parts	ready,	
Upstream	parts	this	and	
next	year

– All	SC	wires	prepared

• Transport	Solenoid

– Ready,	test	and	installation,	
alignment

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 12

Superconducting Cable Production 

• Final batch of superconducting cable for the 
Pion Capture Solenoid has been delivered. 

• Mandrel for CS0 
coil winding was 
already 
prepared in 
FY2016. 

Production 
Status of 
Capture 

 Solenoid 
• Coil winding TS1a – 

TS1f completed. 
• Winding of CS0 coil is 

under bidding 
process in this year. 

• CS1, MS1, MS2 coils 
will be processed 
from the next year. 
 
 

5T
3T

proton

pion

Y. Fujii @ CLFV2016

Proton Monitor/Target
• Proton monitor

• Measure the beam profile/extinction in front of the capture solenoid
• Use the innovative diamond detector

• High radiation tolerance & Fast time response
• First beam test for diamond prototype is ongoing @J-PARC MR

• Clear signals synchronized with beam bunch observed
• Proton target

• Graphite(or SiC)/Tungsten target for Phase-I/Phase-II
• Geometry optimized to increase the stopping muon yields, 

R=13mm, L=700mm

13

Target prototype

Geometry of proton monitor

Diamond prototype detector

Scintillator signal 
inside beam pipe

Abort lin
e @J-PARC MR

Transport solenoid: ready

Pion capture solenoid

Cylindrical	Detector	system

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 13

Super-
conducting 
Coil

Cylindrical
Drift Chamber

Trigger s
cintillator
+Cerenkov 
detector

Muon 
stopping 
target

• All	stereo-wire	drift	chamber,	18	
layers,	~5000	sense	wires

• Hodoscope for	timing	and	trigger
• Construction	completed	June	2016,	

Cosmic	ray	test	from	August	2016

CDC Pictures
11OMET

on 31st Aug. 2015

( Detector for muon conversion search )CDC for CyDet: ready

StrECAL Integrated beam test

COMET proton beam line 
under construction

Accelerator	Facility

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 11

Shielding wall of 
COMET beam line

under construction

Installation of 
magnets in “SY-Wall”
before

after

Chapter 5

Proton Beamline

The COMET experiment will be built in the NP Hall, commonly called the ‘Hadron Hall’.
In addition to the existing beam line (A-line) from the MR, a new beam line is being built
(B-line). The B-line will serve both high-momentum (up to 30 GeV) experiments and COMET
(8 GeV) and will have two branches: one from the A-line, and a second between COMET and
the high-momentum experiments. During the standard high-momentum running the A-line
and B-line share the beam in the ratio of 10,000:1. In the low-momentum running for COMET
the entire beam is sent to the B-line. The schematic of the beam lines are shown in Figure 5.1.
It is noted that the proton beamline is common for COMET Phase-I and Phase-II.

Figure 5.1: The A and B-lines from the MR into the NP Hall. A schematic of the COMET experiment
is shown in the bottom right.

5.1. Branch between A- and B-line

To realize multiple operation modes, a Lambertson magnet followed by two septum magnets
will be deployed to provide the A/B-line branches. Figure 5.2 shows the cross section of the

27

Switching magnet installation (2016)

COMET proton beam line (2016)
– Under construction

Switching yard (2014) 
– Almost ready

J-PARC 
Hadron hall

CDC	CR	test	@	KEK

• Spatial	resolution	better	than	
200μm	requirement	measured	
from	cosmic	run

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 14

円筒型ドリフトチェンバー (CDC) 宇宙線テスト

平成28年8月からスタート

Electronics Installation 

5 

RECBE installation 
• #1: trigger making 
• #2-5: upper region 
• #6-8: lower region 

Signal check (1) 

10 

2016/08/13 
RECBE analog out 
He:i-C4H10 (90:10) 

HV = 1700 V 

Typical pulse height ~ 100 mV 

HV = 1800 V 

Typical pulse height ~ 200 mV 

The first cosmic-ray 
signal was observed !! 

2016.8.13 最初宇宙線測定

Event Name 9th Jan, 2016CDC meeting 28th June, 2016

Event display w/o tracking

8
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5

Drift	distance

Spatial	resolution	

Residual=drift	distance– DCA*
*DCA	(Distance	Closest	Approach)

Use	events	which	P	value	is	over	0.05
$%&'()*+,
=	166.m

/01234567＝spatial	resolution＋Tracking	error

2017/5/30 COMET	CM22	@J-PARC

Requirements	for	hit6+
• P value>0.05
• #	of	Hits>14	
• #	of	layer	which	have	single	hit>14
• #	of	layers	which	have	multi	hits<2

Check	spatial	resolution	for	test	layer(layer10)

CyDet Cosmic ray tests

CR test setup at KEK:  
• Instrument detector with 

development DAQ
• Trigger with external 

hodoscope counters at 
top and bottom. 

First
event!

CDC CR test

M. J. Lee, NuFACT 2017

Solenoids

• Pion	Capture	Solenoid

– Downstream	parts	ready,	
Upstream	parts	this	and	
next	year

– All	SC	wires	prepared

• Transport	Solenoid

– Ready,	test	and	installation,	
alignment

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 12

Superconducting Cable Production 

• Final batch of superconducting cable for the 
Pion Capture Solenoid has been delivered. 

• Mandrel for CS0 
coil winding was 
already 
prepared in 
FY2016. 

Production 
Status of 
Capture 

 Solenoid 
• Coil winding TS1a – 

TS1f completed. 
• Winding of CS0 coil is 

under bidding 
process in this year. 

• CS1, MS1, MS2 coils 
will be processed 
from the next year. 
 
 

5T
3T

proton

pion

Y. Fujii @ CLFV2016

Proton Monitor/Target
• Proton monitor

• Measure the beam profile/extinction in front of the capture solenoid
• Use the innovative diamond detector

• High radiation tolerance & Fast time response
• First beam test for diamond prototype is ongoing @J-PARC MR

• Clear signals synchronized with beam bunch observed
• Proton target

• Graphite(or SiC)/Tungsten target for Phase-I/Phase-II
• Geometry optimized to increase the stopping muon yields, 

R=13mm, L=700mm

13

Target prototype

Geometry of proton monitor

Diamond prototype detector

Scintillator signal 
inside beam pipe

Abort lin
e @J-PARC MR

Integrated	Beam	Test	for	StrEcal
• Integrated	test	with	

beam	at	Tohoku	univ.
• Mar	2016	and	Mar	

2017
• Including

– One	Straw	chamber	
prototype

– 8x8	LYSO	calorimeter
– MIDAS	DAQ
– DRS4	based	RO	
– Trigger	based	on	

FC7+GBT
• All	successful	operation	

and	test,	data	under	
analysis
– Preliminary	data	

matches	with	prototype	
tests

Sep	25,	2017 M.J.Lee,	COMET	Phase-I,	NUFACT2017 18

H.Nishiguchi(KEK)                                                  StrECAL Overview                                                                   COMET CM22
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Figure 11.37: Incident position dependence of the obtained spatial resolution, gas mixture =
Ar/C2H6(50/50), HV = 2000 V. (Left) Data, (Right) Garfield++ simulation

(Left) shows the incident position dependence of the obtained spatial resolution for for the gas2400

mixture of Ar/C2H6(50/50) and HV of 2000 V. Figure 11.37 (Right) shows the result from2401

the simulation by GARFIELD++. In the Section 11.2.3, two contributions are investigated, ie.2402

a fluctuation of the primary ionisation position and a di�usion e�ect of drift electron. Now2403

further detailed estimation is possible to take into account the other uncertainties such as tim-2404

ing resolution due to noise, tracking resolution, and the multipe scattering e�ect. Figure 11.372405

(Left) shows the expected spatial resolution simulated by GARFIELD++, where the green (open2406

circle) plot shows the ideal spatial resolution which is simulated in Figure 11.18. As shown in2407

both plots of Figure 11.37, the behavior of incident-position dependence is almost reproduced2408

in the simulation, thus the detector response is now well understood. Figure 11.38 shows the
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Figure 11.38: Incident position dependence of the obtained spatial resolution, gas mixture =
Ar/CO2(70/30), HV = 1900 V. (Left) Data, (Right) Garfield++ simulation

2409

same plots as Figure 11.37 but the tracker condition is di�erent; gas mixture of Ar/CO2(70/30)2410

and HV of 1900 V. In both gas mixtures, good enough spatial resolution, better than 200 µm,2411

over all the straw region is obtained.2412

2413

As described at the beginning of this section, inside the full-scale prototype can be evacuated2414

via vacuum ports whilst operating the straws as a stand-alone detector. Figure 11.39 (Left)2415

shows the straws viewing from outside the vacuum window. This photo was taken during2416

112

σ~180keV/c

Figure 12.18: The measured energy resolution as a function of beam momentum, depending on the
beam particle impact position. The definition of the centre, border and corner area is shown in the
bottom-right figure, where the black solid line represents the 20 ◊ 20 mm2 central crystal and each
area is 10 mm square.

Figure 12.19: The measured position resolution as a function of beam momentum.

Figure 12.20: The measured position resolution as a function of beam momentum, depending on
the impact position (CENTER, BORDER and CORNER defined by Figure 12.18). ”NO CUT”
corresponds to the resolution without using the CENTER, BORDER and CORNER separation.

126

σE/E~4.2%
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μ-N→e-N Mu2e@Fermilab
Produc'on)Solenoid)

Detector)Solenoid)
Transport)Solenoid)

Produc'on)Target)
Tracker)

Calorimeter)

Proton)Beam)
Cosmic)Ray)Veto)not)shown)

• Target S.E.S.: 3×10-17 
• Existing Recycler and 

 Debuncher at Fermilab  
(8GeV, 8kW, rebunched@1695ns) 

• Important differences w.r.t. COMET 
• S-shape transport solenoid 


• COMET: C-shape

• Positrons can also be measured→different process 
μ-N→e+N’

• COMET: electron only


• Muon stopping target in detector solenoid

• COMET: detector after electron transport 

solenoid → lower detector hit rate

• No conflict with NOvA experiment 


• COMET can’t share the beam with other 
experiments. 


• No phased approach 

• COMET: ~10-15@phase-I (105days) 
→~10-17@phase-II (1year)

Chapter 2: Project Overview 

Mu2e Conceptual Design Report 

2-3 

Both Mu2e and g-2 require the ability to re-bunch beam in the Recycler Ring.  A new 
2.5 MHz RF system will divide batches of protons from the Booster into four smaller 
bunches that will be transferred one-at-a-time to the existing P1 line.  A new connection 
is required from the Recycler Ring to the P1 line, which currently connects to the Main 
Injector. A new extraction kicker is also required.  The RF system, Recycler to P1 
connection and the extraction kicker are part of the g-2 Project scope. 

Figure 2.1. Layout of the Mu2e facility (lower right) relative to the accelerator complex that will 
provide proton beam to the detector.  Protons are transported from the Booster through the MI-8 
beamline to the Recycler Ring where they will circulate while they are re-bunched by a new 2.5 
MHz RF system. The reformatted bunches are kicked into the P1 line and transported to the 
Debuncher Ring where they are slow extracted to the Mu2e detector through a new external 
beamline. 

Fermilab accelerator complex
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μ-N→e-N Mu2e@Fermilab
• Mu2e building completed 
• Production of solenoid coils 

underway 
• Beam line under construction 
• Starting production for detector 

elements 
• Commissioning in 2021 
• Data taking in 2022-2024

COMET experiment, but instead low-momentum negatively-
charged particles are selected by an off-axis collimator
system in the middle of the transport solenoid and are drifted
back on-axis in the latter half of the transport solenoid with a
bend in the opposite direction.

The muon stopping target and the detector are placed in the
same straight solenoid in contrast to the COMET detector
where the signal electron is transported from the target to the
detector in a curved solenoid as described in the previous
section. The muon target is composed of 17 thin aluminium
disks of 200 µm each with an interval of 5 cm and the
stopping efficiency is estimated as high as about 0.5. The
radius of the target disk varies from 8.5 to 6.53 cm to
minimize the energy loss of the electron at the downstream
target disks. The front part of the detector solenoid where the
muon stopping target is located is designed to generate a
gradient magnetic field ranging from 2 to 1T to maximize the
collection efficiency for the signal electron. A thin conical
frustum made of polyethylene is inserted between the muon
target and the detector system to absorb protons coming from
the target, which would be a potential background source.
This kind of proton absorber is not necessary for the COMET
experiment with the curved transport solenoid between the
muon target and the detector. The detector system composed
of a tracker and a calorimeter is located in a uniform
magnetic field of 1 T generated by the second half of the
detector solenoid. The tracker, called “T-tracker”, is based on
a set of straw drift tubes aligned transversely to the magnet
axis (see Fig. 9). The tracker only covers a larger radius such
that the signal electron can reach the tracker, whereas most of
the low energy DIO electrons make turns at a smaller radius
without hitting the tracker. This would be crucial for a stable
operation of the tracker, which is in contrast to the COMET
tracker where the low energy particles can be removed in the
curved solenoid between the muon target and the detector.
The calorimeter based on two disks of fast inorganic
scintillator crystal array is located behind the tracker to
measure the energy and timing of the signal electrons.
Background events induced by cosmic-rays are reduced by
covering the detector solenoid with a passive shielding based
on concrete wall and an active veto shielding composed of
four layers of long scintillator strips. The active veto
shielding also covers the downstream side of the transport
solenoid.

Assuming the number of protons stopped on the target
of 3:6 ! 1020 and three years of data taking (DAQ time
of 2 ! 107 s=year), the expected single event sensitivity is
estimated to be 2:7 ! 10"17. The total number of background
events is estimated to be 0.4, mainly coming from DIO
electrons (0.20), anti-protons (0.10), cosmic ray (0.05), and
RPC (0.04). The expected upper limit sensitivity (90% C.L.)
is calculated to be 6 ! 10"17. The DOE CD-2=3b was
approved in March 2015 and the Mu2e collaboration is
working for the CD-3c approval to be ready for the
construction of the beamline and the detector. The beamline
and detector commissioning is scheduled to start in 2020 and
then the data taking is expected to begin in 2021.

2.3 DeeMe
DeeMe is another !"N ! e"N search experiment at

J-PARC.15) The main concept of the experiment is an earlier

start of the experiment using a simpler setup, but with a
moderate sensitivity compared to the other two !"N ! e"N
experiments described in the previous sections. The DeeMe
experiment will be carried out at a new beamline, H-Line,
under construction at the Muon Science Establishment
(MUSE) in the Material and Life Science Facility (MLF) at
J-PARC. The concept of the DeeMe experiment is illustrated
in Fig. 10. A 3GeV proton beam from the Rapid Cycling
Synchrotron (RCS) is brought to the DeeMe production
target. The produced pions decay to muons and then some of
the muons form muonic atoms in the production target. The
idea is to look for the electron from !"N ! e"N in the
muonic atom generated in the production target. The signal
electrons are transported to a magnet spectrometer based on
the PACMAN magnet borrowed from TRIUMF and four
MWPCs. Low momentum background particles are removed
mainly by dipole magnets in the beam transportation system.
The muonic capture rate depends on the target material. The
experiment will be started with the current graphite target to
reach the sensitivity of 1 ! 10"13 (SES) with a running time
of 2 ! 107 s at 1MW operation of RCS. The target will be
later on switched to SiC, whose muonic capture rate is six
times higher than that of graphite to improve the sensitivity
down to 1 ! 10"14 (SES) for 2 ! 107 s running time and
further go down to 5 ! 10"15 (SES) if the running time is
extended to 8 ! 107 s.

The capture solenoid was already installed and the other
part of the H-line is under construction. The construction of
the spectrometer will be done in parallel and the experiment
is expected to be started in 2016 at the earliest time as soon as
the beamline is ready.

3. !þ ! eþ"

!þ ! eþ" has been a leading channel in the experimental
searches for the muon cLFV as seen in Fig. 1. Since !þ !
eþ" is a two-body decay, the signal signature is quite simple.
In the rest frame of the muon, a photon and a positron from
!þ ! eþ" decay are emitted back-to-back with an energy

Fig. 9. (Color online) Mu2e tracker composed of straw drift tubes aligned
transverse to the solenoid axis. Cited from Ref. 14.

Fig. 10. (Color online) The conceptual layout of the DeeMe experiment.
Provided by M. Aoki.

J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 85, xxxxxx (2016) Special Topics W. Ootani
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Steve Boi CRV at Mu2e experiment 
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 60 M
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Figure 4.12. 
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conversion electron (top) and a 53 M
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uon decays-in-orbit, m
iss the tracker entirely. 

Tracker resolution is an im
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ining the level of several 

critical backgrounds. The tracker is required to have a high-side resolution of σ < 180 
keV

 [7]. The requirem
ent on the low

 side tail is less stringent since it sm
ears background 
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 the signal region w
hile a high-side tail sm
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a of 176 K
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/c. The net 

The tracker 
Knoepfel - FPCP 2014 41 

•  End product has multiple modules with total of 23K straws 
•  Module rotations optimized to ensure maximum coverage 

3.3 m 

Low mass straw drift tubes 
5 mm diameter straws 

– 15 !m Mylar walls 
– Filled with 80/20 Ar/CO2 

25 !m gold-plated tungsten sense wires

100 Straws = Panel; 6 Panel = Plane; 2 Planes = Station; Tracker = 18 Station

3.3 m

Straw tube tracker

Mu2e building completed
CR veto module

3/29-30/2017Fabio Happacher | MDR  Review14

Calorimeter crystal test

Transport solenoid coils

Accelerator	work	~50%	complete;	
solenoid	work	~60%	complete

E. C. Dukes, NuFACT 2017
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μ+→e+e-e+ Mu3e@PSI
• Mu3e @PSI 

• πE5@PSI for phase-I (shared by MEG)

• ~108 μ+/s on hollow double cone target

• Thin silicon pixel tracker (HV-MAPS)

• Scintillating fibre/tile detector for timing


The Mu3e experiment: Schematic 3D

Mupix detector

Fibre hodoscope

70 ps resolution 
w/ single hit 

~ 500 ps resolution 
w/ multi hits 
thickness: < 0.3% X0 

Tracking, integrate sensor and 
readout in the same device: 50 um 
thick 
1 layer: ~ 0.1% X0  

Superconducting 
solenoid Magnet 

Homogeneous field 
1T

Tile detector

Full available 
beam intensity 
O(108)

Muon Beam and 
target

MIDAS DAQ and Slow 
Control 

Run, history, alarms, HV 
etc.

9Courtesy of A. Papa

• μ→eee signal 
• E = mμ


• Σpi=0

• Same vertex


• Background 
• Accidentals

• Radiative decay


• Current limit: 1.0×10-12 (SINDRUM)
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μ+→e+e-e+ Mu3e Status
• Phase I 

• Sensitivity goal: 2×10-15 (300days DAQ) 

• πE5 beam line at PSI with 108 μ+/s

• Detector R&D completed and construction in preparation

• Technical design report to be published soon

• Full engineering run expected in 2019


• Phase II 
• Sensitivity goal: 10-16 
• Need higher intensity muon beam up to 109 μ+/s (HiMB 

project @PSI)

June 21st, 2016 D. vom Bruch, Mu3e 18

πE5 Area

Mu3e detector

Mu3e compact beam line @πE5

Mu3e Magnet 
Expected in first half of 2019

Mupix8 (First large prototype 
 2×1cm2 for Si tracker)

Ribbon 

Su
pp

or
t F

ra
m

e

SiPMs 

Fan-out 

16 singles
 

1 x 1mm2

tw
isted flat cables

 to STiC3.1

SciFi prototypes: Pictures

36

Scintillating fires prototype

Pixel Sensors: MuPix Prototype

Latest prototype: MuPix8

→ Arrived in August

• First large MuPix sensor: 2 × 1cm2

• 128 × 200 pixels à 81 × 80µm2

• Analogue pulse information

• Different substrates:
20Ω cm and 80Ω cm

A. Perrevoort (PI HD) Mu3e Experiment NuFACT 2017 11 / 18

Pixel Sensors: MuPix Prototype
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Preliminary hitmap of a Sr-90 source

Latest prototype: MuPix8

→ Arrived in August

• First large MuPix sensor: 2 × 1cm2

• 128 × 200 pixels à 81 × 80µm2

• Analogue pulse information

• Different substrates:
20Ω cm and 80Ω cm

A. Perrevoort (PI HD) Mu3e Experiment NuFACT 2017 11 / 18

Scintillating Tiles

Mezzanine
Board

Connector
448 Channel

Module

Endring

Cooling
Pipe

Scintillator
Tiles

MuTRiG
PCB SiPM

Flexprint

Time Difference [ps]
-400 -200 0 200 400

# 
En

tri
es

0

5

10

15

20

25

30
310×

TWC

No TWC

) ps2 × = (56 σ

) ps2 × = (70 σ

• 6.5 × 6.5 × 5.0mm3 tiles with individual
SiPMs

• Custom-designed MuTRiG:
TDC ASIC for SiPM readout

• Prototype yields time resolution∼ 70ps and efficiency ϵ ≳ 99.7%

A. Perrevoort (PI HD) Mu3e Experiment NuFACT 2017 15 / 18

Scintillator tile prototype
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NuFact 2017 – September 28, 2017 Dmitri Liventsev (VPI/KEK) – LFV at Belle – 19/43

 Summary and prospects

Belle (II) can study a whole spectrum of decays! 

Even with much higher beam background, the sensitivity is comparable to 
that of Belle, scaled by luminosity (B. Moore BELLE2-THESIS-2017-002)

36

LFV τ Decays
• 109 τ-pairs collected at Belle/BaBar 

• 48 channels of LFV τ-decays studied down to O(10-8) sensitivity

• Similar results from LHCb 


• O(1011) τ-pairs will be collected by Belle II at SuperKEKB 
• Sensitivity 

• τ→μγ: O(10-(8-9))  BG dominated  
• τ→lll, τ→l+meson:  O(10-(9-10)) still clean

D. Liventsev NuFACT 2017

NuFact 2017 – September 28, 2017 Dmitri Liventsev (VPI/KEK) – LFV at Belle – 28/43

 Schedule

Accelerator Phase 1 successfully completed. 

SuperKEKB has been successfully switched 

on. It reached 1.01A current in the LER and 

0.87A in the HER.

BEAST II used as a commissioning detector

CDC, TOP installed, ARICH ready for 

installation

Belle II rolled in April 2017, global CRT

February 2018 – …

Phase 2 operation (Belle II w/o VXD)

Summer – Autumn 2018

VXD installation

End of 2018 – ...

Full Belle II detector, physics run 

Expected running time:
9 months/year
20 days/month

In
te

gr
at

e
d 

lu
m

in
os

ity
 (

ab
-1
)

P
e

ak
 lu

m
in

os
ity

(c
m
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)

Phase 1 (BEASTII)

Phase 3 (Full BelleII)

Phase 2 (BelleII w/o VXD)

Goal of BelleII/SuperKEKB
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cLFV Searches LHC
• H→μe/μτ/eτ, Z→μe/μτ/eτ (CMS/ATLAS) 

• N.B. decay to μe strongly constrained by μ-LFV experiments

• Small excess (~2.4σ) in H→μτ in 8TeV data at CMS 

→Excluded by 2016 data with improved analysis Br(H→μe)<0.25% 
(0.25% exp.)

PLB 749(2015)337

15 

     Results : H�µτ & H�eτ 

Br(H�µτ) <0.25% (0.25% exp.) 

BDT-fit analysis results for the 8 categories : 

Br(H�eτ) <0.61% (0.37% exp.) 

� Clear improvements compared to results from 2012 and 2015 data analyses 
     The 2.4 sigmas excess (Run1) is now excluded by the 2016 data analyses 

H�µτ  H�eτ  

Upper limits @95% CL : 

11 

    History of H�µτ channel @CMS 
Search for H�µτ, 2 channels: µ τ(e) and µ τ(h), and 3 categories: 0,1,2 jets 

Br(H�µτ)<1.20% 
(1.62% expected): not yet 
at the Run1 sensitivity 

2015 data analysis (13 TeV, 2.3 fb-1) 

Br(H�µτ) <1.51% (0.75% expected) 

CM
S-PA

S-H
IG

-16-005 

PLB 749 (2015) 337 
CM

S-H
IG

-14-005 

2012 data analysis (8 TeV, 19.7 fb-1)  

A small (2.4 sigmas) excess  

PLB763C (2016) 472 
Br(H�eτ) <0.69%   
Br(H�eµ) <0.035%  

CMS PAS HIG-17-001
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cLFV Searches Perspectives

MEG(2016)

Original plot for past experiments from Annu. Ref. Nucl. Part. 
Sci. 2008. 58:315-41 W. J. Marciano, T.Mori, and J. M. Roney 

For SUSY 
𝓡(μAl→eAl)/𝓑(μ→eγ)=2.6×10-3  
𝓑(μ→3e)/𝓑(μ→eγ)=6×10-3
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cLFV Searches Perspectives

MEG(2016)

Original plot for past experiments from Annu. Ref. Nucl. Part. 
Sci. 2008. 58:315-41 W. J. Marciano, T.Mori, and J. M. Roney 

A lot of new results coming in next decade!

COMET II/Mu2e

MEG II

Bell II

COMET I
Mu3e I

τ→μγ
τ→3μ

For SUSY 
𝓡(μAl→eAl)/𝓑(μ→eγ)=2.6×10-3  
𝓑(μ→3e)/𝓑(μ→eγ)=6×10-3
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Lepton Flavour Universality
• In SM, couplings of leptons to gauge bosons do not depend on lepton 

flavours 
• Lepton Flavour Universality (LFU) 
• Any observation of LFU violation = Unambiguous evidence of new physics!


• Some hints of deviation from SM predictions in recently measured semi-
leptonic B-meson decays. 
• B→K(*)l+l-, B→D(*)lν 
• R(D(*)), R(K(*)), Angular observable P5’ 

• Experimental and theoretical uncertainties greatly suppressed by taking ratio 

LHCb: Lepton universality 

• In the SM couplings of leptons to gauge bosons are independent of the lepton flavor 

• Violation of LFU: clear sign of NP 

• Semi-leptonic decays:  

• Decay rate can be factored (weak and strong); theoretically simplified 

• Study ratio of BR to cancel theoretical hadronic uncertainties 

• At LHCb measurement performed for both tree-level and loop-level processes 

40
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R(D(*))

�10

• Search for LFU in b→clν decays 

• Tree-level processes; can exploit large statistics to 
include studies with the tauonic mode

R(D*)

• Sensitive to NP models favouring third lepton generation (eg. charged Higgs)

• (Precise) SM prediction = 0.252 ± 0.003 (PRD 85 (2012) 094025)  

• LHCb measurements with two tau decay modes: 

• Leptonic tau decays (τ→μνν) - PRL 115, 111803 (2015) 

• Hadronic tau decays (τ→πππ) - LHCB-PAPER-2017-017

�10

• Search for LFU in b→clν decays 

• Tree-level processes; can exploit large statistics to 
include studies with the tauonic mode

R(D*)

• Sensitive to NP models favouring third lepton generation (eg. charged Higgs)

• (Precise) SM prediction = 0.252 ± 0.003 (PRD 85 (2012) 094025)  

• LHCb measurements with two tau decay modes: 

• Leptonic tau decays (τ→μνν) - PRL 115, 111803 (2015) 

• Hadronic tau decays (τ→πππ) - LHCB-PAPER-2017-017

• Test LFU at semi-leptonic decay B→D(*)lν 

• Experimental and theoretical uncertainty greatly 
suppressed by taking ratio 

• 4.1σ deviation from SM in combination of R(D) and R(D*)

�14

COMBINATION

R(D*) LHCb average = 0.306 ± 0.027 (2.1σ from SM) 

HFLAV R(D*) combination = 0.304 ± 0.015 (3.4σ from SM)

HFLAV R(D*) and R(D) combination 

0.304 ± 0.015 (4.1σ from SM)


�10

• Search for LFU in b→clν decays 

• Tree-level processes; can exploit large statistics to 
include studies with the tauonic mode

R(D*)

• Sensitive to NP models favouring third lepton generation (eg. charged Higgs)

• (Precise) SM prediction = 0.252 ± 0.003 (PRD 85 (2012) 094025)  

• LHCb measurements with two tau decay modes: 

• Leptonic tau decays (τ→μνν) - PRL 115, 111803 (2015) 

• Hadronic tau decays (τ→πππ) - LHCB-PAPER-2017-017
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R(K(*))
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JHEP 08 (2017) 055

• Compatible with the SM at 2.1σ - 2.3σ (2.4σ - 2.5σ) in the low 
(central) q2 bin


• Measurement is statistically dominated

�15

b→sll TRANSITIONS

• ‘Flavour-changing neutral current’ (FCNC) transitions

• Proceed via electroweak loops; suppressed in the SM

• New particles could also contribute at loop level

• Differential branching fraction measurements, analyses of angular 
distributions


• Tests of lepton flavor universality

Potential effects observed via: 

NuFact 2017 – September 28, 2017 Dmitri Liventsev (VPI/KEK) – LFV at Belle – 26/43

 Lepton universality test: R
K(*)

RK(*) = B(B→K(*)μμ)/B(B→K(*)ee)                                                                      

                              = 1±O(10⁻³) (SM)

A lot of uncertainties cancel in ratio 

2.6σ deviation from SM                                                                                    
(PRL 113, 1516601 (2014))

LHCbLHCb

• Test LFU at semi-leptonic decay B→K(*)l+l- 
• Very precise SM prediction in double ratio 

• LHCb: 2.1-2.3σ (2.4-2.5σ) deviation from SM in low (central) q2 (JHEP 08(2017)55)

�15

b→sll TRANSITIONS

• ‘Flavour-changing neutral current’ (FCNC) transitions

• Proceed via electroweak loops; suppressed in the SM

• New particles could also contribute at loop level

• Differential branching fraction measurements, analyses of angular 
distributions


• Tests of lepton flavor universality

Potential effects observed via: 

�18

R(K*)
JHEP 08 (2017) 055

• Ratios of B→hll decays (with light lepton flavours) are clean probes of NP 

• Hadronic uncertainties cancel 

• Analysis performed with B0→K*0ll decays (where K*(892)0→K+π-) in two bins of 
invariant mass squared

• Double ratio with B0→K*0J/ψ reduces systematic uncertainties  

• However, extremely challenging due to differences in trigger/reconstruction for 
electrons and muons

D. Liventsev NuFACT 2017
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Summary
• High precision probes at low energies such as dipole moments, 

LFV and LFUV are powerful tools to hunt for new physics 
beyond Standard Model 
• Very high mass scale beyond LHC reach can be explored 
• Physics motivations higher than ever with non-discovery of new 

physics at LHC 
• Already constraining new physics with some interesting hints of 

deviation from SM and significant improvements expected in 
the next 5-10 years 
• Let’s see how the tensions will develop 
• Good chance of discovery(ies) 

• “Discovery” is not the end of the story! 
• Possibility to pin-down new physics model from “pattern” 

measured in multiple probes
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Summary
• High precision probes at low energies such as dipole moments, 

LFV and LFUV are powerful tools to hunt for new physics 
beyond Standard Model 
• Very high mass scale beyond LHC reach can be explored 
• Physics motivations higher than ever with non-discovery of new 

physics at LHC 
• Already constraining new physics with some interesting hints of 

deviation from SM and significant improvements expected in 
the next 5-10 years 
• Let’s see how the tensions will develop 
• Good chance of discovery(ies) 

• “Discovery” is not the end of the story! 
• Possibility to pin-down new physics model from “pattern” 

measured in multiple probes

The next decade is going to be really exciting!!
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Thank you for your attention!
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P5’ in b→sll

�15

b→sll TRANSITIONS

• ‘Flavour-changing neutral current’ (FCNC) transitions

• Proceed via electroweak loops; suppressed in the SM

• New particles could also contribute at loop level

• Differential branching fraction measurements, analyses of angular 
distributions


• Tests of lepton flavor universality

Potential effects observed via: 
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FIG. 1: Summary of various low energy constraints (left of the lines are the excluded regions) in

the sfermion mass vs. tan� plane for the example of 3 TeV bino and wino and 10 TeV gluino,

while fixing the mass insertion parameters to be (�A)ij = 0.3 when using the super-CKM basis.

The dark (light) blue shaded band is the parameter space compatible with a Higgs mass of mh =

125.5±1 GeV within 1� (2�). The upper (lower) plot gives the reach of current (projected future)

experimental results collected in Tab. I.

electric dipole moments (EDMs). In this work we investigate the limits that these searches

place on flavor violation at the PeV scale. We will see that in many cases the diagrams

which constrain the split SUSY case are di↵erent than those which place constraints in the

well studied low scale SUSY case. Our results are summarized in Fig. 1 in which current

bounds and future sensitivity to the scalar masses is shown in a slice of parameter space

(see the next section for more details of assumptions made). Our conclusion is that the

0.1-1 PeV scale will be probed by a host of experiments in the near future. Constraints

from Kaon oscillations are already probing squark masses of a PeV. Bounds on neutron and

3

Current

Projected

Reach of Low Energy Probes
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EDM Limits History

4.  Summary and Outlook 
Clearly there have been major improvements in several fronts of searching for an EDM of a particular 
system. Two labs, BNL in NY and COSY in Jülich/Germany, are working towards proposals on the 
proton and deuteron EDM experiments respectively with high sensitivity. This decade promises to be 
the one that either observes or sets severe limits on popular extensions of the SM. Figure 7 shows that 
first we expect new results from the neutron and Hg systems.  Since the CP-violating phases of 
physics beyond the SM are currently limited by the EDM experiments they may very well find a non-
zero result already by 2015.  It is expected that in the second part of the decade several new methods 
will start coming online and will be probing new territory.  By the end of the decade the probability to 
discover a non-zero EDM value for one or several new systems is quite high. 

 

Figure 7.  The past experimental sensitivity as well as the expected sensitivity of several experimental 
methods is shown here.  The various electron EDM efforts have a similar goal as the Xe, Rn and Ra 
efforts and at approximately the same time period.  The physics reach of the different systems varies.  
At present, the physics limits are dominated mostly by the 199Hg, but also 205Tl (at 1.6×10-27e⋅cm for 
the electron, see text) and neutron EDM results. 

     The physics sensitivity of Hg, and Xe suffers by a large factor of about 103, whereas the electron 
EDM is about a factor of ten less sensitive than the neutron EDM for the same nominal value due to 
the mass ratio of the bare quark to the electron mass.  Nonetheless by the end of the decade it looks 
like all systems may be able to answer whether Electroweak Baryogenesis [2] plays a significant role 
in the baryon asymmetry of our universe (BAU).  We can certainly look forward to such a noble goal.  
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cLFV

M.Blanke et al., Acta Phys.Polon.B41(2010)657

Correlation btw cLFV processes strongly depends on BSM models 
→possibility to discriminate BSM models after discovery
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